Silent Gliss

CURTAIN
TRACK
SYSTEMS

The Sound of
Silence ...
Silence just got even quieter with the new
Silent Track range. Resolutely architectural,
specially designed tracks married with unique,
two-component (2C) gliders, resulting in
unprecedented quietness.
Think of it as a reboot of Silent Gliss founder
Alexander Weber’s game-changing innovation
from 1952, which set the bar for noise-free
curtain-track performance. A number of patents
later and Silent Gliss has taken another major
step forward with its latest Silent Track range.

Two-component glider

As much about both sight as it is
sound, the Silent Track sets the new
standard for curtain track specifications for architects, interior designers
and end-users who aren’t prepared to
compromise.

The systems are available in three sizes
(S, M and L), with the track profiles
coming in range of forms – square, oval,
rectangular and funnel-shaped.
Offered in a range of relevant colours,
a functional product is transformed
into a design element.

... by Silent Track

The Funnel

Coupled with a fabric from the
Silent Gliss Collection – a decorative
and functional range – we can deliver
a complete made to measure curtain
system.

THE FUNNEL

A new track design to draw attention in any room. The elegant,
funnel-shaped profile is symmetrical in shape so is suited for use
as a room divider. The Funnel features the refined ‘click & fit’
mechanism which makes it particularly easy to fit.

SILENT GLISS – THE BENDING SPECIALIST

Silent Gliss tracks can be forward and reverse bent to
accommodate the most challenging installations. Advanced
techniques and years of experience ensure maximum gliding
efficiency on the tightest curves. Recess profiles are offered
that can be bent to tightest radii – the curtains appear to
literally hang from the ceiling!

Hard component
for stability

2C glider

Soft component
for noise absorption

The silent revolution –
two-component technology!

SMART FIX – SOPHISTICATED WALL FITTING

Silent Gliss systems can be fitted with Smart Fix, a uniform
bracket range. The design includes magnetic metal covers
which are easy to fit and elegantly hide the screw. Three designs
in various lengths offer flexibility and ease of installation.

The premium 2C gliders and rollers (patent pending), combined
with the specially coated tracks allow the curtain to move smoothly
and silently. These gliders are manufactured using 2 materials,
a hard component which ensures stability and a soft ‘filling’ to absorb
the noise. The end result is unprecedented silence.

Passion for details.

Operation solutions
for all situations
ELECTRIC CURTAIN TRACKS

For the ultimate convenience and ease of operation choose
Silent Gliss electric curtains tracks. Whether at home or out, our
wide range of control options ensure you can move your curtains
at the touch of a button. Our Move App gives you access to
your tracks via a smartphone or tablet, whilst our smart motors
allow integration into most leading home and building management
systems.

CORD OPERATED CURTAIN TRACKS

Cord operation avoids the need to handle the fabric and easily
controls heavy curtains. The systems come in two distinctive
designs and three sizes. The square tracks even feature a
bendable recess profile.
The best-selling SG 5600 electric
curtain track is smooth, quiet and
powerful. The combination of a
2C roller glider (patent pending), the
high performance Swiss engineered
motor and the specially coated track
delivers the highest performance.
An additional feature, the ‘Touch &
Go’ function means a slight pull on the
curtain will start it moving!

All our cord operated curtain track systems are child safe
and comply fully with safety norms EN 13120, EN 16433
and EN 16434.

HAND OPERATED CURTAIN TRACKS /
CUBICLE TRACKS

Regardless of area, size, shape or colour, Silent Gliss are able to
provide a hand operated track. The systems are available in
three sizes and four outstanding designs. A bendable recess
profile for the square track is also offered.
Suspended tracks are available – ideal when air circulation or
room separation is required. In summary – the widest choice
to provide the perfect finish for any interior.

Different track designs
for different tastes
The Silent Gliss curtain track range offers various shapes
and sizes and adapts seamlessly to any room design.

Technique and fabric –
the flawless combination
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WAVE – THE REINVENTION OF THE CLASSIC CURTAIN

THE COLLECTION – FROM SILENT GLISS

Silent Gliss has created a unique curtain heading system that
turns traditional curtains into a striking, modern design statement.

The Silent Gliss Collection sets itself apart by considering both
the fabric’s texture and technical features. We offer a wide
range of fabrics, styles and colours that balance function and
design across all of our window treatment systems.

As an alternative to traditional pinch, pencil pleat or goblet
style headings, Wave uses the unique 2C glider-cord to
achieve a more contemporary look throughout the curtain
drop: when opened, the curtains stack back neatly, and when
closed the fabric hangs in a smooth, continuous wave.

We include fabrics with special functions such as acoustic performance, superior light management and environmental considerations. All of our fabrics are flame retardant and have been
extensively tested on our systems to ensure consistent hanging
behaviour. With such a wide choice, you can be sure to find the
perfect fabric for your needs.
Check out the Silent Gliss online fabric finder.
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TRACK DESIGNS



























Check out the Silent Gliss online product finder for the full product details, options and specifications.

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatment systems.
With cutting edge technology and a relentless commitment to
precision, we develop and manufacture the world’s quietest,
smoothest-gliding curtains and blinds.
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Driven by our customers’ needs, Silent Gliss provides bespoke
curtain and blind systems complemented by expert technical
advice, installation and support services. Silent Gliss stands for
innovative solutions, exceptional design and outstanding quality.
Swiss engineered since 1952.

